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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The increasing gap between memory bandwidth and computation speed motivates the choice of algorithms to take full advantage of today's high performance computers. For dense matrices, the classic algorithm for the singular value decomposition (SVD) uses a one stage reduction to bidiagonal form, which is limited in performance by the memory bandwidth. To overcome this limitation, a two stage reduction to bidiagonal has been gaining popularity. It first reduces the matrix to band form using high performance Level 3 BLAS, then reduces the band matrix to bidiagonal form. As accelerators such as GPUs and co-processors are becoming increasingly widespread in high-performance computing, a question of great interest to many SVD users is how much the employment of a two stage reduction, as well as other current best practices in GPU computing, can accelerate this important routine. To fulfill this interest, we have developed an accelerated SVD employing a two stage reduction to bidiagonal and a number of other algorithms that are highly optimized for GPUs. Notably, we also parallelize and accelerate the divide and conquer algorithm used to solve the subsequent bidiagonal SVD. By accelerating all phases of the SVD algorithm, we provide a significant speedup compared to existing multi-core and GPU-based SVD implementations. In particular, using a P100 GPU, we illustrate a performance of up to 804 Gflop/s in double precision arithmetic to compute the full SVD of a 20k × 20k matrix in 90 seconds, which is 8.9 × faster than MKL on two 10 core Intel Haswell ES–2650 v3 CPUs, 3.7 × over the multi-core PLASMA two stage version, and 2.6 × over the previously accelerated one stage MAGMA version.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The increasing gap between memory bandwidth and computation speed motivates the choice of algorithms to take full advantage of today’s high performance computers. This gap causes matrix-matrix multiply (gemm)\textsuperscript{1} to be 30–40 times faster than matrix-vector multiply (gemv) on today’s architectures. For dense matrices, the classic algorithm for the singular value decomposition (SVD) uses a one stage reduction to bidiagonal form that requires matrix-vector multiplies, hence its
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performance is limited by the memory bandwidth. To overcome this limitation, a two stage reduction to bidiagonal has been gaining popularity. It first reduces the matrix to band form using high performance Level 3 BLAS, then reduces the band matrix to bidiagonal form using optimized, cache-friendly kernels with dynamic scheduling. This removes the memory bandwidth limitation, decreases communication and synchronization overhead, and increases the computational intensity. As accelerators, such as GPUs and co-processors, are becoming increasingly widespread in high-performance computing, we have developed an accelerated SVD employing a two stage reduction to bidiagonal. We also parallelize and accelerate the divide and conquer algorithm used to solve the subsequent bidiagonal SVD.

The SVD of an \( m \times n \) matrix \( A \) is given by

\[
A = U \Sigma V^H,
\]

where \( U \) and \( V \) are unitary and \( \Sigma \) is a real diagonal matrix with diagonal elements \( \sigma_j \geq 0 \). The \( \sigma_j \) are the singular values of \( A \) and the first \( \min(m,n) \) columns of \( U \) and \( V \) are the left and right singular vectors of \( A \), respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume \( m \geq n \); the \( m < n \) case is analogous but with operations transposed.

The classic Golub–Kahan–Reinsch algorithm \([12,13]\) computes the SVD in three phases:

1. Reduce \( A \) to a bidiagonal matrix \( B \) via a unitary similarity transform, \( A = U_1 B V_1^H \).
2. Compute the bidiagonal SVD as \( B = U_2 \Sigma V_2^H \). Several algorithms exist for the bidiagonal SVD, the original being QR iteration.
3. If singular vectors are desired, back transform the singular vectors in \( U_2 \) and \( V_2 \) to yield \( U = U_1 U_2 \) and \( V = V_1 V_2^H \).

For modern machines with cache hierarchies, Dongarra et al. \([10]\) improved the performance by blocking Householder reflectors together. This enabled half of the operations in the bidiagonal reduction to be performed in Level 3 BLAS \([8]\) (matrix-matrix operations), which benefit from the surface-to-volume effect of having only \( O(n^2) \) data to access for \( O(n^3) \) operations. However, this blocking still leaves half of the operations of the bidiagonal reduction in memory-bandwidth-limited Level 2 BLAS \([9]\) (matrix-vector operations), limiting its performance to twice the matrix-vector multiply (gemv) speed. Lahabar and Narayanan \([24]\) had an early GPU-accelerated version of the one stage bidiagonal reduction and the subsequent bidiagonal SVD using QR iteration, while the current GPU-accelerated one stage implementation in MAGMA \([20]\) is due to Tomov et al. \([33]\). These take advantage of the GPU’s faster memory, but the algorithm remains memory bandwidth limited.

To remove this limitation, Großer and Lang introduced a two stage bidiagonal reduction, first reducing to band form, \( A = U_0 A_{\text{band}} V_0^H \) \([14]\), then reducing to bidiagonal form, \( A_{\text{band}} = U_b B_b V_b^H \) \([25]\), as depicted in Fig. 1. While this incurs more operations than the one stage algorithm, most of the operations occur in the first stage, which uses high-performance Level 3 BLAS, making it much more efficient than the one stage bidiagonal reduction. Ltaief et al. implemented the first \([26]\) and second stages \([27]\) using tile algorithms with dynamic scheduling for multi-core CPUs in PLASMA \([21]\), with later optimizations by Haidar et al. \([16,17]\). Two stage algorithms have also been used for the reduction to tridiagonal form in the Hermitian eigenvalue problem \([4]\), which have been accelerated with GPUs \([3,18,19]\), and for the reduction to Hessenberg form in the non-symmetric eigenvalue problem \([23]\). In this paper, we accelerate the first stage using a GPU, while using the PLASMA CPU implementation for the second stage. For the bidiagonal reduction phase alone, this yields up to \( 5.5 \times \) improvement over the accelerated one stage bidiagonal reduction in MAGMA, and up to a \( 3.2 \times \) improvement over the PLASMA two stage reduction, as described in Section 4.

A two stage reduction also requires using two corresponding back transformation steps, first multiplying \( U_0 U_2 \) and \( V_0^H V_2 \), then multiplying \( U_0 (U_0 U_2) \) and \( (V_0^H V_0) V_2 \). Having a second back transformation adds \( 4n^2 \) operations, which fortunately are in Level 3 BLAS, but do reduce the potential speedup compared to a one stage algorithm when computing singular vectors. Section 5 describes our accelerated implementation of both stages of the back transformation.

In addition to improvements in the bidiagonal reduction, the subsequent bidiagonal SVD has also been addressed. The Golub–Reinsch algorithm used QR iteration. Bidiagonal divide and conquer (D&C) \([15]\), based on Cuppen’s divide and conquer algorithm \([6]\) for the tridiagonal eigenvalue problem, and multiple relatively robust representations (MRRR) \([34]\) were developed later. D&C improves performance when computing singular vectors in two ways. First, it reduces the bidiagonal SVD complexity to \( \frac{8}{3} n^3 \), or even \( O(n^{2.3}) \) or less \([32]\), depending on deflation (see Section 7). This reduces the overall SVD operation count, including bidiagonal reduction and back-transformation of singular vectors, from \( \approx 17n^3 \) with QR iteration to \( \approx 9n^2 \) with D&C. Second, QR iteration performs \( \approx 12n^3 \) of its operations in Givens rotations, which are memory-bandwidth-limited Level 2 BLAS, while D&C performs most of its operations in Level 3 BLAS. MRRR improves performance by lowering
the bidiagonal SVD complexity to $O(n^2)$, reducing the overall SVD operation count to $\approx 7n^3$. Whether D&C or MRRR is faster depends on the distribution of singular values [34]. However, a stable version of MRRR for the SVD is not yet publicly available, e.g., in LAPACK. Therefore, we chose to examine D&C, which we first profiled to find both areas that can be parallelized on the CPU, and areas that can be accelerated with a GPU, as discussed in Section 7. For the D&C bidiagonal SVD phase alone, this yields a $2 \times$ improvement using only the multi-core CPU, and a $3 \times$ improvement when also using the GPU. The CPU-only improvements could be made available in LAPACK and PLASMA, without needing accelerators.

We have thus accelerated all phases of the SVD algorithm: bidiagonal reduction, bidiagonal SVD, and back transformation of singular vectors. In each stage, we chose an algorithm that emphasizes use of Level 3 BLAS to achieve high performance, and then modified the algorithm to use a GPU accelerator. When computing the complete SVD, including all three phases, we achieve speedups up to $8.9 \times$ over the LAPACK implementation available in Intel MKL, $3.7 \times$ over the multi-core PLASMA version, and $2.6 \times$ over the previous accelerated one stage MAGMA version.

2. Test environment

All our tests are in double precision and use all 20 CPU cores. Test matrices have random entries that are uniform on $(0,1)$, unless otherwise stated. Tests were run with numactl --interleave=all to distribute memory across the CPU sockets.

We use a machine with two 10 core Intel Haswell E5-2650 v3 CPUs at 2.3 GHz (turbo boost disabled), with 64 GiB memory and a peak speed of 736 Gflop/s. For matrix sizes up to $n = 20000$, the measured practical dgemm peak is 675 Gflop/s and dgemv peak is 19 Gflop/s (76GB/s). The STREAM triad benchmark [28] measured the memory bandwidth as 71GB/s. We use Intel MKL 11.3.0 [22] for vendor-optimized BLAS and LAPACK, and compile with Intel icc 16.0.

For an accelerator, we use an NVIDIA Pascal P100 GPU at 1.1 GHz, with 16 GiB memory, a peak speed of 4670 Gflop/s, and a peak memory bandwidth of 732GB/s. For matrix sizes up to $n = 20000$, the measured practical dgemm peak is 4572 Gflop/s and dgemv peak is 146 Gflop/s (584GB/s). We use NVIDIA cuBLAS 8.0 for GPU-accelerated BLAS, and the CUDA 8.0 compiler [29].

3. One stage reduction

As a comparison to motivate the two stage reduction, we first briefly sketch the one stage reduction, as implemented in the LAPACK routine gebzd. It iterates down the diagonal, at each step factoring a panel of width $n_b$ that is a block column and block row, then updating the trailing matrix, as shown in Fig. 2. Within a panel, it uses a Householder reflector on the left to annihilate entries below the diagonal in each column, then another reflector on the right to annihilate entries right of the superdiagonal in each row, bringing that column and row to upper bidiagonal form. Data dependencies with the trailing matrix require doing a matrix-vector multiply (gemv) with the trailing matrix after factoring each column and each row, and using those results to update the next column and row prior to factoring. After factoring a panel, the trailing matrix is updated with two matrix-matrix multiplies (gemm). There are $\frac{4}{3} n^3$ operations in Level 2 BLAS gemv and $\frac{4}{3} n^3$ operations in Level 3 BLAS gemm. Thus, given that gemm performance is significantly faster than gemv performance, the potential performance is limited to twice the gemv speed. Algorithm 1 gives a high level overview; see Dongarra et al. [10] for further details.

4. Two stage reduction

4.1. First stage: General to band

The two stage bidiagonal reduction first reduces the matrix to upper band form, with a matrix upper bandwidth $n_b$, then reduces to upper bidiagonal form. The choice of $n_b$ is discussed later in Section 6. In the first stage, reducing to band form eliminates data dependencies with the trailing matrix during the panel factorization, eliminating the matrix-vector operations during the panel that were a bottleneck. The first stage proceeds by doing a QR panel factorization of a block column to annihilate entries below the diagonal, updating the trailing matrix, then doing an LQ panel factorization of a block row to annihilate entries right of the matrix upper bandwidth, and updating the trailing matrix, as depicted in Fig. 3.
Algorithm 1  Blocked one stage bidiagonal reduction (gebrd). Householder reflectors use LAPACK representation $I - \tau vv^H$ with scalar $\tau$ and vector $v$.

\begin{verbatim}
for i = 1 to n by n_b
    U = [ ]; V = [ ]; X = [ ]; Y = [ ];
    for j = 0 to n_b - 1
        update column $A_{i+j:m,i+j}$ using $Y$ and $X$
        generate reflector $(I - \tau_j v_j v_j^H)$ to eliminate entries in column $A_{i+j:m,i+j}$ below diagonal
        $y_j = A_{i+j:m,i+j}^H v_j$ (gemv)
        update row $A_{i+j,i+j+1:n}$ using $Y$ and $X$
        generate reflector $(I - \tau_j u_j u_j^H)$ to eliminate entries in row $A_{i+j,i+j+1:n}$ right of superdiagonal
        $x_j = A_{i+j+1:m,i+j+1:n}^H u_j$ (gemv)
    end for
    update trailing matrix $A_{i+n_b:m,i+n_b:n} = A_{i+n_b:m,i+n_b:n} - VY^H - XV^H$ (gemms)
end for
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 3. One panel of first stage reduction to band form (gebrd, ge2gb). It does a QR factorization and trailing matrix update, then an LQ factorization and trailing matrix update, to bring each panel to upper band form.

Notice that the algorithmic block size (width/height of the QR/LQ panels) coincides with the matrix upper bandwidth, $n_b$. This stage costs $\frac{2}{3}n^3$ operations in Level 3 BLAS gemm.

The GPU accelerated version is outlined in Algorithm 2. As most of the operations occur in the trailing matrix update, the accelerated version stores the matrix on the CPU and performs this update on the GPU. At each step, the QR and LQ panels are copied to the CPU and factored on the GPU. The block Householder reflectors $Q_{(l)}$ and $P_{(l)}$ are represented in compact WY format [31] as $I - VTV^H$, where $T$ is upper triangular and $V$ is lower trapezoidal. To simplify the application of $Q_{(l)}$ and $P_{(l)}$ (larfb), zeros are stored explicitly in the upper triangle of the $V$ matrices so that multiplying by $V$ is a single matrix-matrix multiply (gemm), instead of a triangular matrix-matrix multiply (trmm) and gemm (as in LAPACK). This simplifies the code and makes it more efficient on the GPU for typical values of $n_b$. The panel, $T$, and $V$ matrices are communicated between the CPU and GPU as needed.

Several optimizations can be made. An LQ factorization computes a Householder reflector of each row of the panel. As the matrices are stored in column-major order, this accesses a row of non-contiguous memory locations, reducing cache efficiency and causing the LQ panel factorization to be $1.5 \times -2.5 \times$ slower than the QR panel factorization in our tests. To optimize this, we compute the LQ factorization by transposing the panel, performing a QR factorization, then transposing the result back.

In a one-sided factorization such as QR, where $Q$ is applied on only the left side of $A$, a common optimization when updating the trailing matrix is to first update the next panel, called the look-ahead panel, then factor that panel in parallel with updating the remainder of the trailing matrix. In contrast, the SVD is a two-sided factorization, where $Q$ is applied on the left and and $P$ is applied on the right of $A$. This two-sided nature introduces data dependencies that restrict a look-ahead panel. In applying the trailing matrix update, $Q^H A = (I - VTV^H) A$, the routine larfb first computes $W^H = T^H (V^H A)$ using a matrix-matrix (gemm) and a triangular matrix (trmm) multiply. Because the next LQ panel is a block row, instead of a block column as in QR factorization, $W^H$ must be computed for the entire trailing matrix before updating the look-ahead panel. It then updates $A = A - VW^H$ using another matrix-matrix multiply (gemm). For a look-ahead panel, we split this last multiply into two gemms by partitioning

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ A_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad V = \begin{bmatrix} V_1 \\ V_2 \end{bmatrix},$$

where $A_1$ is the look-ahead panel as shown in Fig. 3, yielding $A_1 = A_1 - V_1 W^H$ and $A_2 = A_2 - V_2 W^H$. These correspond to gemm (1) and gemm (2) in Algorithm 2. The application of $P$ on the right can be split similarly, corresponding to gemm (3) and gemm (4) in Algorithm 2. This look-ahead allows a partial overlap of the trailing matrix update (on the GPU) with the next QR or LQ panel factorization (on the CPU).
Algorithm 2 First stage: reduction to band form (gebrd_ge2gb). In block Householder representation, each $V$ overwrites its panel in $A$; subscripts on $V$ refer to location in $A$.

**Input:** Matrix $A$ of size $m \times n$, with $m \geq n$, in CPU memory  
**Output:** $V$s representing $Q$s and $P$s, and resulting band matrix $A_{\text{band}}$ in CPU memory (overwriting $A$)

1. copy $A_{1:m,m:n}$ from CPU $\rightarrow$ accelerator
2. for $i = 1$ to $n$ by $n_b$ 
   - $W$ is workspace on accelerator of size $\max(m, n) \times n_b$
   - QR factorization of block column on CPU: $Q(i)R(i) = A_{i:m,i:i+n_b-1}$  
     - if $i + n_b < n$ then 
       - copy $T$ and $V$ that define $Q(i)$ from CPU $\rightarrow$ accelerator  
         - $[\text{on accelerator}]: W^H = T^H(\nu^H_{i:m,i:i+n_b-1}A_{i:m,i:i+n_b-1})$ (gemm, trmm)  
         - $[\text{on accelerator}]: A_{i:i+n_b-1,i+n_b:n} = V_{i:i+n_b-1,i:i+n_b-1}W^H$ (gemm (1); look-ahead panel)  
         - $[\text{on accelerator}]: A_{i+n_b:m,i:n} = A_{i+n_b:m,i+i+n_b-1}W^H$ (gemm (2))  
       - copy block row $A_{i:i+n_b-1,i:i+n_b}$ for $L$ on $\text{CPU}$  
       - $[\text{on accelerator}]: W = (A_{i:i+n_b-1,i:i+n_b}^{-1}V^H_{i:i+n_b-1,i:i+n_b-1})T$ (gemm, trmm)  
       - $[\text{on accelerator}]: A_{i+n_b:m,i+i+2n_b-1} = W_{i:i+n_b-1,i+i+2n_b-1}$ (gemm (3); look-ahead panel)  
       - $[\text{on accelerator}]: A_{i+n_b:m,i+2n_b:n} = W_{i:i+n_b-1,i+2n_b:n}$ (gemm (4))  
     - $\triangleright$ simultaneous with gemm (2) above 

3. end if 
4. end for
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Fig. 4. One sweep of second stage: band to bidiagonal form (gebred_gb2bd), with matrix upper bandwidth $n_b = 4$. Sweep $i$ reduces row $i$ to bidiagonal, then chases the resulting bulge down the matrix. ‘o’ indicates an annihilated entry, ‘*’ indicates fill, and a shaded band indicates application of a reflector.

Alternatively to using look-ahead panels, if efficient native GPU-only QR and $LQ$ factorizations are developed, the panels could be moved to the GPU. Otherwise, the panels are not wide enough to benefit from a hybrid CPU–GPU implementation. (For the current MAGMA hybrid QR factorization, at $n = 10000$ a panel of size $n_b \geq 1024$ would be required to be competitive with the CPU QR factorization, far larger than the optimal $n_b$ found in Section 6.)

4.2. Second stage: Band to bidiagonal

The second stage reduces the upper band matrix to upper bidiagonal form. For this stage, we use the implementation by Haidar et al. [17], available in PLASMA 2.8 [21]. As this stage has limited parallelism, is close to memory bandwidth limited, and is already optimized for the CPU caches, it would not benefit much, if any, from an accelerator-based implementation.

It proceeds in $n - 2$ sweeps, where sweep $i$ reduces row $i$ to bidiagonal, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In a sweep, we first apply a Householder reflector on the right to annihilate elements right of the superdiagonal in row $i$, which also introduces fill below the diagonal in columns $i + 1$ to $i + n_b - 1$, known as a bulge (see Fig. 4). Applying a Householder reflector on the left annihilates entries below the diagonal in column $i + 1$, which in turn creates a bulge above the superdiagonal in rows $i + 1$ to $i + n_b - 1$. This pattern continues until the bulge disappears off the bottom-right of the matrix, hence the process is
termed “bulge chasing.” The next sweep repeats this pattern, shifted down one row and right one column, to bring the next row to bidiagonal. The PLASMA implementation pays particular attention to doing this in parallel and keeping data cache resident for an efficient implementation.

This stage adds $O(n^3 n_b)$ more operations that did not occur in the original one stage reduction to bidiagonal. However, this is more than offset by the increased performance of the first stage compared to the one stage algorithm. Tuning is important, though, to balance the cost of the first and second stages. Section 6 will investigate tuning the matrix bandwidth.

5. Computation of singular vectors

As the back-transformation of singular vectors is closely related to the bidiagonal reduction, we will cover it first, and cover divide and conquer later in Section 7. The bidiagonal SVD computes the $n \times n$ matrices $U_2$ and $V_2$, which are the singular vectors of the bidiagonal matrix $B$. With the one stage bidiagonal reduction, the computation of singular vectors involves back transforming those to be singular vectors of $A$ by multiplying with the unitary matrices $U_1$ and $V_1$ from the bidiagonal reduction:

$$A = U_1 B V_1^H = U_1 (U_2 V_2^H) V_1^H = U \Sigma V^H,$$

$$U = U_1 U_2,$$

$$V^H = V_2^H V_1^H.$$

The $U_1$ and $V_1$ matrices are stored implicitly as a collection of vectors in compact $WY$ format. Application of these is performed in $4n^3$ flops using the LAPACK routine ormbf.

The two stage bidiagonal reduction introduces an extra back transformation step:

$$A = U_1 B_{\text{band}} V_1^H = U_1 (U_2 B V_2^H) V_1^H = U_1 U_2 (U_2 \Sigma V_2^H) V_2^H V_1^H = U \Sigma V^H,$$

$$U = U_1 U_2,$$

$$V^H = V_2^H V_1^H.$$

requiring multiplication by both $U_2$ and $B$ for $U$, and by $V_2$ and $V_1$ for $V$, costing $8n^3$ operations total. We introduce two new routines: ormbf.ge2gb to multiply by $U_2$ and $V_2$, the unitary matrices from the first stage; and ormbf.gb2bd to multiply by $U_2$ and $V_2$, the unitary matrices from the second stage.

For the first stage back transformation, $U_2 = Q_{(1)} \cdots Q_{(n/n_b)}$ and $V_2 = P_{(1)} \cdots P_{(n/n_b)}$ with $Q_{(i)}$ and $P_{(i)}$ from Algorithm 2. Multiplying a matrix by $U_2$ is exactly the same as multiplying by $Q$ from a QR factorization—we simply call the existing routine ormlq. Multiplying by $V_2$ is the same as multiplying by $P$ from an LQ factorization, except shifted to the right by $n_b$ columns, so we call the existing routine ormlq with the appropriate submatrix. Both ormlq and ormlr have existing accelerated versions in MAGMA. They operate by looping over the $Q_{(i)}$ or $P_{(i)}$ and applying them as block Householder reflectors (larrb) on the GPU.

For the second stage back transformation, we update the scheme from Haidar et al. [19] for the two stage tridiagonal reduction, by extending it to the bidiagonal reduction, which requires applying $V_1^H$ on the right. The updated scheme is given in Algorithm 3. The Householder vectors that define $U_2$ and $V_2$ are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (e). For instance, the three Householder reflectors applied on the left in sweep 1 (see Fig. 4) are represented by vectors in column 1 of Fig. 5(a), while the three reflectors applied on the right in sweep 1 are in row 1 of Fig. 5(e). We block $j_b$ vectors together into $V_1$ matrices defining block Householder reflectors, forming lozenge shapes shown in Fig. 5(b) and (f). Application of these lozenge shapes overlap—for instance, block reflectors 3 and 4 modify two overlapping rows in Fig. 5(c). This creates the dependencies shown in Fig. 5(b) and (f). The reflectors can be applied in any order that respects these dependencies. Currently, we loop over the block columns, from right to left, and then over the lozenges from top to bottom within a block column, shown by the numbering in Fig. 5(b) and (f). We modified the PLASMA code for the second stage reduction to store the lozenges in the order to be applied, rather than the order they are created, as shown in Fig. 5(d) and (h). This allows us to send a set of lozenges together to the GPU in one data transfer, then loop over them to apply them. We use double buffering to overlap data transfers and applications of the reflectors. As with the previous $V$ matrices, the lozenges are stored with explicit zeros, to use a single matrix-matrix multiply (gemm) instead of two triangular matrix multiplies (trmm) and a matrix-matrix multiply (gemm).

6. Tuning

Selecting the optimal matrix bandwidth $n_b$ for a particular hardware platform is an import aspect of achieving good performance with the two stage algorithm. The first stage reduction and both the first and second stage back transformations favor larger $n_b$, because the matrix multiplies become larger and more efficient. This is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (c) for the GPU accelerated version, and Fig. 7(a) and (c) for the PLASMA CPU version, where each line is a different problem size solved with varying $n_b$. In contrast, since the second stage (band to bidiagonal) must do $O(n^2 n_b)$ work, it favors a small $n_b$ to reduce the amount of computation, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b). The optimal $n_b$ is a compromise between these competing factors.
Algorithm 3  Second stage back transformation (ormbr_gb2bd).

\[ s = 0 \]
\[ k = n_k + 1 \]
\[ \text{for } j = \left\lceil \frac{n - 2}{j_b} \right\rceil j_b + 1 \text{ down to } 1 \text{ by } j_b \]
\[ \text{for } i = j \text{ to } n - 1 \text{ by } n_b \]
\[ \text{if } k > n_k \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{for } k = 1 \text{ to } n_k \]
\[ \text{compute } T_1(s_{n_k+1}^{j_b} + j_b) \text{ for } V_1(s_{n_k+1}^{j_b} + j_b) \text{ (larft)} \]
\[ \text{end for} \]
\[ \text{copy set } s \text{ of } T_1(s_{n_k+1}^{j_b} + j_b) \text{ from CPU } \rightarrow dK_{1:n_k} \text{ on accelerator} \]
\[ \text{copy set } s \text{ of } V_1(s_{n_k+1}^{j_b} + j_b) \text{ from CPU } \rightarrow dV_{1:n_k} \text{ on accelerator} \]
\[ k = 1 \]
\[ s = s + 1 \]
\[ \text{end if} \]
\[ \text{if applying } U_k \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{apply reflectors defined by } dT_1(k) \text{ and } dV_1(k) \text{ to block row } C_{i:i+n_k+j_b-1, 1:n} \text{ on accelerator (larfb)} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{apply reflectors defined by } dT_1(k) \text{ and } dV_1(k) \text{ to block col } C_{1:n, i:i+n_k+j_b-1} \text{ on accelerator (larfb)} \]
\[ \text{end if} \]
\[ k = k + 1 \]
\[ \text{end for} \]
\[ \text{end for} \]

The overall SVD time for the singular values only (no vectors) case is shown in Figs. 6(d) and 7(d) for various problem sizes. This is dominated by the time for the bidiagonal reduction, since the bidiagonal SVD using QR iteration is of lesser order, \( O(n^2) \), in this case. The large marker on each line indicates the optimal \( n_k \) for that problem size. As expected, smaller problem sizes tend to have smaller optimal \( n_k \). For the accelerated version, \( n_k = 32 \) is optimal for \( n \leq 10000 \), and \( n_k = 64 \) is optimal for larger sizes. Because PLASMA’s first stage is more expensive, it has a larger optimal \( n_k \): 96 for small problems, and up to 160 for \( n \geq 8000 \). Small \( n_k \leq 64 \) are particularly slow for PLASMA due to its first stage reduction to band. In many cases, near optimal \( n_k \) are within 20% of the optimal time, as shown in Figs. 6(f) and 7(f), with a notable exception for PLASMA of \( n = 2000 \), which has a sharply defined optimum at \( n_k = 96 \).

When singular vectors are also computed, the first and second stage back transformations contribute. As they favor large \( n_k \), the optimal \( n_k \) in Figs. 6(e) and 7(e) increases compared to the no-vectors case, for both the accelerated version and for PLASMA. The accelerated version has an optimal \( n_k \) of 96 for small problem sizes and 128 for large problems. PLASMA’s optimal \( n_k \) ranges from 96 to 288, with 224 being a good all-around size. More so than in the no-vectors case, the time is not sensitive to the optimal \( n_k \), with many sub-optimal \( n_k \) still within 5% or 10% of the optimal time, as shown in Figs. 6(g) and 7(g). For instance, with PLASMA at \( n = 14000 \), the times for \( n_k = 160 \) to 288 are all within 2.4% of the optimal time, explaining why its empirically optimal \( n_k \) is randomly larger than the optimal \( n_k \) for nearby values of \( n \). However, the sensitivity of the optimal \( n_k \) is implementation and platform dependent, as is clear from the differences between tuning the accelerated and PLASMA versions.

7. Divide and conquer

After reducing to bidiagonal form, the divide and conquer procedure computes the SVD of the bidiagonal matrix \( B \). Gu and Eisenstat [15] derived a stable procedure; we will review the salient features following their derivation, except transposed to match the code and our assumption that \( m \geq n \). Let \( B \) be an \( n \times (n + 1) \) upper bidiagonal matrix. To solve an \( n \times n \) bidiagonal matrix, simply append a zero column. Partition the matrix \( B \) as

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
B_1 & 0 \\
\alpha e_k^T & 0 \\
0 & B_2
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) are upper bidiagonal matrices of size \((k - 1) \times k \) and \((n - k) \times (n - k + 1)\), respectively, typically with \( k = \lfloor n/2 \rfloor \), and \( e_k \) is the \( k \)th column of an identity matrix. The SVDs of \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) are computed recursively as \( B_1 = W_1[D_1 0] Q_1 \) and \( B_2 = W_2[D_2 0] Q_2 \). For the base case, when \( B_1 \) is small enough (\( n \leq 25 \)), its SVD is computed by QR iteration. To compute the SVD of \( B \) from that of \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), first, singular values that have already converged are separated to reduce the problem size, a process known as deflation, yielding a matrix of the form

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{W} & W_d \\
M & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \Omega_d & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{Q} & Q_d & q
\end{bmatrix}^T,
\]

(1)
where

\[
\tilde{W} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \tilde{W}_{0,1} & \tilde{W}_1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \tilde{W}_{0,2} & 0 & \tilde{W}_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \tilde{Q} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{Q}_{0,1} & \tilde{Q}_1 & 0 \\
\tilde{Q}_{0,2} & 0 & \tilde{Q}_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{2}
\]

\(\tilde{W}_d, \tilde{W}_{0,i}, \tilde{Q}_i,\) and \(\tilde{Q}_{0,i}\) are derived from \(W_r, Q_r,\) and \(q_1\) by the deflation process, \(\Omega_d\) are deflated singular values, and \(W_d, Q_d,\) are deflated singular vectors; see Gu and Eisenstat [15] for details. Compute the SVD of \(M = U \Omega V^T,\) as described below in Section 7.1, and substitute into (1) to yield the SVD of \(B:\)

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{W} U & W_d \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\Omega & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \Omega_d & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{Q} V & Q_d & q \\
\end{bmatrix}^T.
\]

Taking advantage of the block structure in (2), compute the updated singular vectors \(\tilde{W}U\) and \(\tilde{Q}V\) with three matrix-matrix multiplies (gemm) each:

\[
\tilde{W}U = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{W}_{0,1}U_0 + \tilde{W}_1U_1 \\
\tilde{W}_{0,2}U_0 + \tilde{W}_2U_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \text{ where } U = \begin{bmatrix}
U_0 \\
U_1 \\
U_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}; \tag{3}
\]

\[
\tilde{Q}V = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{Q}_{0,1}V_0 + \tilde{Q}_1V_1 \\
\tilde{Q}_{0,2}V_0 + \tilde{Q}_2V_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}, \text{ where } V = \begin{bmatrix}
V_0 \\
V_1 \\
V_2 \\
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{4}
\]

7.1. SVD of \(M\)

The matrix \(M\) has the special structure:

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
z_1 & z_2 & \cdots & z_m \\
\vdots & & & \\
d_1 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\vdots & & & \\
d_m \\
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
Fig. 6. Tuning of GPU-accelerated 2-stage algorithm with varying $n_b$. Each line is a different problem size, with the optimal time highlighted by large marker. The bidiagonal SVD solve is independent of $n_b$.

where $m$ is the number of non-deflated singular values. The singular values $\omega_i$ of $M$ are the roots of the secular equation,

$$f(\omega_i) = 1 + \sum_{k=1}^{m} \frac{z_k^2}{d_k^2 - \omega_i^2} = 0. \quad (5)$$

While the computed singular values, $\tilde{\omega}_i$, have high relative accuracy, the small approximation error incurred would cause the computed singular vectors to lose orthogonality. Instead, to ensure stability and orthogonality of the singular vectors, Gu and Eisenstat [15] compute a new matrix $\tilde{M}$ in the same form as $M$, for which the computed $\tilde{\omega}_i$ are the exact singular values, with

$$|\tilde{z}_i| = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\tilde{\omega}_m^2 - d_l^2}{d_l^2} \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \frac{\tilde{\omega}_j^2 - d_l^2}{d_l^2 - d_j^2} \prod_{j=i}^{m-1} \frac{\tilde{\omega}_j^2 - d_l^2}{d_j^2 - d_l^2}\right)^2 - \left(\frac{\tilde{\omega}_m^2 - d_l^2}{d_l^2} \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \frac{\tilde{\omega}_j^2 - d_l^2}{d_l^2 - d_j^2} \prod_{j=i}^{m-1} \frac{\tilde{\omega}_j^2 - d_l^2}{d_j^2 - d_l^2}\right)^2}. \quad (6)$$
The left and right singular vectors of $\tilde{M}$ are then computed as

\begin{align}
\mathbf{u}_i &= \begin{bmatrix} -1, \frac{d_2 \tilde{z}_2}{d_2^2 - \tilde{\omega}_i^2}, \ldots, \frac{d_m \tilde{z}_m}{d_m^2 - \tilde{\omega}_i^2} \end{bmatrix}^T, \\
\mathbf{v}_i &= \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\tilde{z}_1}{d_1^2 - \tilde{\omega}_i^2}, \ldots, \frac{\tilde{z}_m}{d_m^2 - \tilde{\omega}_i^2} \end{bmatrix}^T,
\end{align}

and normalized so $\|\mathbf{u}_i\|_2 = 1$ and $\|\mathbf{v}_i\|_2 = 1$.

### 7.2. Accelerated version

There are several potential sources of parallelism in the D&C algorithm. For instance, in the recursion tree, each subproblem is independent. We profiled it in Fig. 8 to identify areas for optimization. Most of the time is spent in the merge step, in particular, in the matrix multiplies $\tilde{WU}$ and $\tilde{QV}$. Further, most time is spent in the top couple levels of the recursion tree, near the root, rather than in the leaf nodes. Therefore, we focus on the merge step, which is performed in the LAPACK routine lasd3.
For our implementation, given in Algorithm 4, it is noted that Eqs. (5)–(8) are each loops over \( m \) independent values, which can thus be implemented as parallel for loops with OpenMP. Synchronizations are needed after (5) and (6). For \( j > 1 \), \( u_{ij} = d_j \nu_{ij} \), so the loops to compute \( u_i \) and \( v_i \) are merged. After computing \( U \) by (7), we finish normalizing \( V \) on the CPU, in parallel with multiplying \( WU \) (3) on the accelerator, then multiply \( QV \) (4) on the accelerator. Care is taken to overlap CPU computation with accelerator–CPU communication and accelerator computation where possible.

The profile in Fig. 8 shows that the OpenMP version shrinks the parallel loops noticeably, leaving just the deflation and gemms as major contributors. The accelerated version improves the speed of the gemms, leaving the deflation process as the dominant factor for further optimization. The D&C performance is shown in Fig. 9. Here we assume D&C takes \( \frac{5}{2}n^3 \) operations; the actual operation count may be lower due to deflation. D&C is 2–3 times faster than the QR iteration algorithm for sizes \( n \geq 5000 \). Using OpenMP to parallelize Eqs. (5)–(8) almost doubles the D&C performance, from 220 Gflop/s to 426 Gflop/s at \( n = 20000 \). These OpenMP improvements of course do not depend on an accelerator, so could be incorporated into existing CPU libraries such as LAPACK. Performing the \( WU \) and \( QV \) products on the accelerator yields an additional 1.6 ×
speedup of D&C, up to 670 Gflop/s. For sizes \( n \leq 5000 \), the speedup of the GPU version over the OpenMP version is generally less, about 15%, while it gradually increases for larger sizes.

7.3. Additional test matrices

The performance of divide and conquer depends on the amount of deflation that occurs, which increases with clustered singular values. We tested five matrices for differences in performance:

random: matrix entries are random uniform on \((0, 1)\); default test case in this paper.

arithmetic: singular values are arithmetically distributed: \( \sigma_i = 1 - \frac{i - 1}{n - 1} (1 - \epsilon) \).

arithmetic(5): like arithmetic, but repeats each value 5 times: \( \sigma_i = 1 - \frac{(i - 1)/5}{(n - 1)/5} (1 - \epsilon) \).

geometric: singular values are geometrically distributed: \( \sigma_i = \left( \frac{1}{1 - \epsilon} \right)^{-(i-1)/(n-1)} \).

log random: singular values are random in \((\epsilon, 1)\) such that their logarithms are random uniform.

The random matrix is generated by the LAPACK routine larnd; its singular values and condition number are unknown a priori. The other matrices are generated by the LAPACK testing routine latms, which multiplies a prescribed set of singular values by random orthogonal matrices on the left and right to generate a test matrix. The condition number is set to \( 1 \), where \( \epsilon = 2.22 \times 10^{-16} \) is machine precision. The D&C times for these five matrices are shown in Fig. 10, with the percentage of deflated singular values annotated. For the LAPACK results, we see that the arithmetic test has slightly less deflation and is slightly slower (5%) than the random test. Clusters of repeated singular values in the arithmetic(5) test causes significant deflation and is 26% faster than the random test, while the geometric and log random tests had even more deflation and are 47% and 50% faster, respectively, than the random test. Compared to LAPACK, the accelerated MAGMA version achieves speedups in all cases. However, it benefits much less from deflation, with the random, arithmetic, and arithmetic(5) cases being nearly identical, and the geometric and log random cases being 11% faster than the random test. While the merge step (Algorithm 4 and bottom blue tier in Fig. 10) does benefit from deflation, the deflation step itself now dominates the time, so future work should focus on optimizing that step. Despite deflation, the arithmetic(5) case is about the same time as the random case because, while arithmetic(5) has a shorter deflation step, it has a longer deflation step, so there is no overall savings compared to the random test.
We have now accelerated all three phases of the SVD algorithm:
1. reduction to bidiagonal, using a two stage algorithm;
2. bidiagonal SVD, using divide and conquer;
3. back transformation of singular vectors.

In Fig. 11 we compare the performance of the one stage algorithm in LAPACK, the previously accelerated one stage algorithm in MAGMA, the two stage algorithm in PLASMA, and the newly developed accelerated two stage algorithm, which will be released in an upcoming version of MAGMA. The PLASMA and MAGMA two stage algorithms use the optimal \( n_b \) determined in Section 6 for each size. Fig. 11(a) is the singular values only (no vectors) case, which is predominantly the bidiagonal reduction. To compute Gflop/s, we use \( \frac{8}{3}n^3 \) operations for all cases, though the two stage algorithms perform an additional \( O(n^2n_b) \) operations. The one stage MAGMA has a speedup over LAPACK up to \( 4.8 \times \), reflecting the increased
memory bandwidth of the GPU. PLASMA has a speedup over LAPACK up to $8 \times$, showing the superiority the two stage algorithm gains by using Level 3 BLAS. The new two stage MAGMA implementation has a speedup up to $26 \times$ over LAPACK, $3.2 \times$ over PLASMA’s performance, showing the advantage we gain by using an accelerator for the first stage, and $5.4 \times$ over the one stage MAGMA version.

Performance for the complete SVD, including singular vectors, is shown in Fig. 11(b), which combines the two stage reduction, divide and conquer, and back transformation algorithms. We use $9n^3$ operations to compute Gflop/s in all cases for comparison; in actuality, the two stage algorithms perform an additional $4n^3$ operations for the second back transformation. Here, the one stage MAGMA has a speedup over LAPACK up to $3.4 \times$. Because PLASMA must do a second back transformation, its speedup is significantly less than in the no-vectors case, but it still achieves up to $2.3 \times$, showing that the fast two stage reduction can compensate for the extra cost of the back transformation. The two stage MAGMA implementation is much more efficient at this extra back transformation, attaining a speedup of up to $8.9 \times$ over LAPACK, $3.7 \times$ over PLASMA’s performance, and $2.6 \times$ that of the one stage MAGMA.

Fig. 11(c) and (d) zoom in to show performance for small matrices. LAPACK is faster for matrices with $n \leq 800$, which easily fit in the L2 cache and so run at much higher speeds. The release version of MAGMA will have a threshold to call LAPACK for these small sizes.

To see the proportion of time spent in each phase, we show a profile of the SVD time for $n = 20000$ in Fig. 12. For the LAPACK algorithms, the bidiagonal reduction dominates the time. LAPACK with D&C is only 25% faster than with QR iteration, but clearly if QR iteration were used instead of D&C with MAGMA or PLASMA, its time would dominate. The one stage MAGMA algorithm improved both the bidiagonal reduction and the back transformation. PLASMA’s two stage reduction is even smaller, but it more than doubles the back transformation time, due to the extra $4n^3$ operations and that the small gemms in PLASMA’s back transformations are not as efficient as the large gemms in LAPACK’s back transformation. Similarly, the MAGMA two stage back transformation is larger than the MAGMA one stage back transformation. Note that the same second stage routine is faster in the context of the MAGMA two stage version than for PLASMA, because the optimal $n_b$ is smaller for MAGMA (see Section 6). The new two stage MAGMA shows improvements across all three phases, yielding a significant overall improvement. Failure to accelerate any one of the stages would substantially reduce the performance.

9. Conclusions

In accelerating the SVD, we have seen that choosing the right algorithm is important to achieving the best performance. While traditional performance analysis has focused on minimizing floating point operations, more important on today’s architectures is minimizing memory accesses, even at the expense of more operations. The two stage bidiagonal reduction accomplishes this by shifting operations from Level 2 to Level 3 BLAS, adding a small number of operations in the second stage, and adding a significant $4n^3$ number of operations in the back transformation. Even with the extra operations, it achieves significant speedups compared to the one stage version. The divide and conquer algorithm both reduces the num-
ber of floating point operations and uses Level 3 BLAS instead of the Level 2 BLAS used in QR iteration, making it 2–3 times faster than QR iteration.

With an appropriate algorithm, rich in Level 3 BLAS, we can then develop a hybrid version that best utilizes the high performance available in today’s accelerators. To develop an efficient accelerated version, we concentrate on the strengths of the CPU and accelerator by moving compute intensive Level 3 BLAS operations to the accelerator, leaving on the CPU portions with less parallelism and more complex control flow, such as the second stage band to bidiagonal reduction. Though data dependencies in the SVD often prevent overlapping operations, we overlap CPU computation, accelerator computation, and CPU–accelerator communication where possible. Overall, we achieve 2.6–5.4 times speedup over existing implementations, both the two stage multi-core implementation in PLASMA and the accelerated one stage implementation in MAGMA.

So far, we have focused on computing all singular values and optionally all singular vectors of a square (or nearly square) matrix. For a tall matrix with $m \gg n$, a QR factorization of $A$ is used to reduce the problem to an SVD of the square $R$ matrix, an optimization analyzed by Chan [5]. (A wide rectangular matrix is handled analogously by the transpose operations.) This QR factorization and subsequent additional back-transformation by $Q$ are also accelerated in both the one and two stage MAGMA SVD implementations. Many applications such as least squares need only min$(m, n)$ columns of $U$ and $V$, the so-called “economy size” SVD or “some vectors” case in LAPACK. The code differences between the some vectors and all vectors cases are minor modifications to whether a portion or all of $Q$ is generated; the difference in computational complexity is significant: $O(mn^2)$ for some vectors vs. $O(m^2n)$ for all vectors, assuming $m \geq n$. If a subset of the min$(m, n)$ vectors is needed, the computation could be optimized by including only the desired vectors in the root level of D&C and in the back-transformation, as done for the symmetric eigenvalue problem [19]. If only a few vectors are needed, using inverse iteration such as in the LAPACK routine gesvd is probably more efficient than using D&C. This would still benefit from our accelerated two stage bidiagonal reduction and back-transformation. Alternatively, a randomized SVD algorithm [30] may be appropriate.

As a concluding thought, we also note the existence of the Jacobi method as an alternative to the bidiagonalization methods. Jacobi iteratively reduces the matrix directly from full to diagonal, without ever reducing to bidiagonal. While the basic Jacobi algorithm is slow, its advantages are being very parallel [1] and attaining higher accuracy than bidiagonalization methods [7]. Blocking and preprocessing can improve the performance to be competitive with other methods [2,11]. Due to its inherent parallelism, Jacobi may be another good candidate for acceleration.
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